May 1, 1958

Dear Dannie,

Here we are in Cuernavaca again and will stay until Monday or Tuesday, as it is a long holiday here. I wrote you at length the other day but forgot to mention your letter of March 17 about young Steiner. I suppose his trip here is over and I am sorry not to have been here to try to be of some help to him. I hope Maryssael or Draper could get him in touch with some of the right people.

You will want to read Carillo Flores articles in the last issue of Foreign Relations. It is quite accurate but on the optimistic side. Unfortunately people like him are loosing out, and Mexico is moving rapidly towards extreme nationalization and state socialism. I will tell you about that when I see you. The articles by Huntington in the same issue of Foreign Relations is very accurate. He started out in the Foreign Service with me in B.A. in 1928 and discussed this article in Foreign Relations with me early this year in Mexico.

This is just a note that things go normally - which means slowly. They tell me I must exercise a lot but there is no exercise I can do except walk and that bores and tires me.

Missing you very much, and with much love from Marion and me,

Always faithfully,

DG: GEORGE